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What am I talking about today?

1. City Centre Deliveries - Context
2. Enforcement, Resources, Consultation, Safe Deliveries
3. Solutions & Innovation
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550,000 Dublin City

1.9m Greater Dublin
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Dublin City - 666 pubs!
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DCC Revenue Budget = €917 million

Capital Programme 2018/20 = €1.66billion

Approx 6,000 employees
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Current Trends and Challenges

• On-line Shopping
• Climate Change
• Service trips
• Construction deliveries
• Night time economy
• and........
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Ireland: Beyond Brexit
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- Getting to grips with our problems
- Real life / messy / complex
- Developing short, medium and long term solutions & implementation in parallel
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Economic Recovery +

Larger resident population and larger workforce

= More Deliveries & Service Trips
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- Improve efficiency and reliability
- Reduce emissions, noise
- Stop damage to roadways & footpaths
- Benefits cyclists, pedestrians and Public Transport
Controls and Enforcement

Loading Bays

Time restrictions

HGV 5 Axle ban

Clamping contractor

AGS
Controls and Enforcement
Stakeholder Consultation

- Businesses
- Residents
- Deliveries Industry
- Councillors
- Other Stakeholders
Solutions & Innovation

Deliveries Working Group

- Business representatives
- Academics
- Deliveries Industry
- Construction Industry
- SPC Chair
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Deliveries Hubs
Bye-laws
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Cycle Logistics
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Cycle Logistics
Solutions & Innovation

SBIR

Passel

UPS
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